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(5?)Attract

An instant furniture comprised assembling ar-

rangements by only three plastic panel units which

are a side panel unit (11) and a back panel unit (12)

and a shelf unit (13), the back pand unit (12) of rec-

tangular feature formed by an upper frame (al) and

bottom frame (a2) and two side frames (bl, b2) re-

spectively having a number of hooking snap-hooks

(14a, 15a) to joint or disjoint with side panel unit (11),

and the side panel unit of rectangular feature also

formed by each frame (al, a2) and by two side frames

(bl, b2) respectively having a number of stopping

projections (b3) on the inner part of the side frames

(bl, b2) to hang or to stop said hooking snap-hooks

(14a, 15a), and die shelf panel unit of the square fea-

ture also formed by each frame (al, a2) and by side

frame (bl) having a narrow snap-hook (14a) and by

side frame (b2) having a wide snap-hook (15a), and

all panel units (11, 12, 13) respectively having check

frame (c).
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Instant furniture for household effects

Technical Field

This invention is relates to an instant furniture which is like racks or

shelves of the type which includes vertical frame members or supports,longitudinally

extending horizontal frame members or beams interconnecting adjacent supports and

5 cross members extending between laterally opposite vertical members,and more

particulary to an instant furniture to be made from only three panel elements are

respectively different figures as a check frame types.

Background Art

Household effectes are very various things which are like a furniture,an

10 equipement for food,an instruments of leisure,... ^household goods,. .etc,.

The furniture also is very various things which are like a using bedroom

and kitchen and bathroom etc,.

And some of household articles are particulary convenient are like a

utility racks and shelves which are suitable and keeping for use in interior of

IS house.

Occasinoally the racks and the shelves use in areas where shelving

accommodates easy storage and keeping use of items found in the home. While some

shelves of this type may be hung from a wall,others are adapted to be free-standing,

and may be placed in cabinets,pantries,vanities,or the like.

20 One desirable feature for free-standing shelf units is die capability of

of the shelf unit being stackable and suported upon a like shelf unit.

Inthis way, a user may conveniently select the number of shelf units

desired for use in a particular Iocation,and readily stack the units so that,in

essence, a multiplied shelf arrangement is provided. .

25 This feature of shelf arrangements permits a user to "customize" the

shelving units to their individual needs,with addition to or reduction of the number

of shelf units being easily accomplished whenever desired.

Such things is disclosed with The United States of America's patent No.4,

444,320; No.4,450,971 and Japan's Official Gazett utility model,published No.pyung

30 l-89038.pyung l-151732,Pyung 2-52624,So 63-120935,..etc.

But, they are not desirable owing to this fallowing's problem.

First,they lacks selectively capacity to be stored in variable household
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articles which ace respectively different to great and small size.or in the high and

die low,at a time.

Second,they are not adapted to be carried by user of himself because they

are not potable type for alone.

5 third,they are difficult to be assembled with an accomplished arrangements

from numerous their frame elements which are relatively heavy and big with a large

number of joint portions and joint parts.

Firth,they does not provide that a user may freely make a furniture of

optional figure which can be selectively extended to all direction.

10 Disclosure of the present Invention

An instant furniture of the present invention includes only three panel units

of plastic materials to be made for a furniture by their interconnecting assembly.

Three panel units are a side panel unit and a back panel unit and a shelf

panel unit,and they each have upper frame portions and bottom frame portions and two

15 side frame portions.

The back panel unit has some snap-hook portions to interconnect two side

panel units and the shelf panel unit has some snap-hook portions as a them of the

back panel unit

In accordance with the present invention, an instant furniture can be assembled

20 which has scarecely two side panel unit and one back panel unit, one shelf panel unit

with some snap-hook portions of the back panel unit or the shelf panel unit.

It is an object of the present invention to make furniture instantly

assembling and disassembling by one manual ONE-TOUCH action regardness of any

auxiliary parts and instrument and equipement.

25 It is another object of the present invention to ensure resistivity of

furniture to substantial loads and various accidental shocks and impacts and thereby

enhance the reliability in use.

It is another object of the present invention to minimize the time and labor

for assembling and disassembling a instant furniture.

30 It is another object of the present invention to be assembled with a light

weight and to be compacted with instant furniture which can be conveniendy carried

to any desired place as a portable type.

It is another object of the present invention to permit a user to 'customize"

the instant furniture to their individual needs,with addition to or reduction of the

35 number of other panel units being easily accomplished whenever desired regardness of
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a limit for great and small size of storaged articles.

It is another object of die present invention to provide an easiness for

assembling and disassembling the object's furniture which can be maked by One-Touch

method.

5 Other objects, together with the foregoing,are attained in the embodiments

described in the following description and illustrated in the accompaning drawings

and features.

Brief Description of Drawings

Fig.l is a perspective view of an example of the present invention;

10 Fig.2 is a elevation partly in section of main portion of an other example

of the present invention;

Fig.3 is a fragmentary enlarged view of a part A of the present invention

shown in Fig.l;

Fig.4a is a elevation view of a side panel unit of the present invention

15 Fig.4b is a cross sectional view taken on the line B-B of Fig.4a;

Fig.5 is a elevation view of a back panel unit of the present invention;

Fig.6a is a elevation view of a shelf panel unit of the present invention;

Fig.6b is a cross sectional view taken on the line D-D of Fig.6a;

Fig.7a is an enlarged fragmentary view of the outer frame rod portion of the

20 panel units;

Fig.7b is an enlarged fragmentary view of the inner frame rod portion of the

panel units;

Figure.8a and 8i are perspective view of a various using example of the

present invention;

25 Best Mode for Carring out the Invention

Referring now the drawings, there is illustrated an example of instant

furniture 1. preferably, materials of this description consist of plastic having a

elasticity and having having a various size which is formed to the desired

configuration.

30 As shown Fig.l, an instant furniture 1 includes a side panel unit 11 and a

back panel unit 12 and a shelf panel unit 13.

Each panel units 11,12 have a generally rectangular shaped configuration which

length of the side frame Ua is larger than die upper frame portion lib and the

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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bottom frame 11c, and a shelf panel unit 13 is like the square shaped configuration

and these panel units 11,12,13 each have upper frame al and bottom frame a2 and two

side frame bl,b2.

Back panel unit 12 and shelf panel unit 13 have a number of hooking snap-

5 books 14a,15a cm two side frames bl,b2 with the connecting rod e membered on oudy

direction from two side frames bl,b2.

Each panel units 11,12,13 also have check type inner frame (hereinafter, it

is described in check frame) c membered by frame portions cl,c2,c3 between the upper

frame al and the bottom frame a2 and two the side frames bl,b2.

10 The side panel unit 11 respectively have a number of stopping projections b3

to stop or to hang a number of hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a when the booking snap-hooks

14a, 15a of die back panel unit 12 and shelf panel unit 13 interconnects side frames

bl,b2 of the side panel unit 11 on inner wall of side frame bl,b2.

These projections a3 each are positioned at four location having constantly

15 aparted width each other on one side frame bl or b2.

Referring to Fig~5 of drawings, the back panel unit 12 have a number hooking

snap-hooks 14a, 15a onto the outer wall of side frames bl,b2. said booking snap-hooks

14a, 15a have a operating portions g and are membered with side frames al,a2 by

connecting rods e on die part of the side frames bl,b2.

20 Said hooking snap-books 14a, 15a respectively also are formed by a pair of

hooking snap-hook portions, and a width of a pair of hooking snap-hooks(narrow snap

-hook)14a is narrow, but a width of a pair of booking snap-hook(wide snap-hook)15a

is longer length than narrow snap-hook 14a.

Narrow and wide hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a on the part of side frame al is

25 diagonally corresponding to narrow and wide booking snap-hooks 14a, 15a on the part

of the side frame b2, and side panel unit II also have a central frame c3 to hang

or to hook al number of hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a and to reinforce die supporting

force of side panel unit 11 in itself.

The back panel unit 12 also have a number of hanger portions d to hang an

30 maked instant furniture on the wall.

Referring to Fig.6 of drawings, the shelf panel unit 13 have a narrow snap-

book 14a and wide snap-hook 15a, they respectively are opposited on the pan the

side frame bl,b2 with one another.

Referring to Fig.7a and Ftg.7b of drawings, each frame al,a2,bhb2 may be

35 have a cross section of the circle feature in Fig.7b. but each check frame c have

a cross section of the oval fcature.and the diameter y of check frame portions is
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smaller than the length x of the side frame portions.

But,Said diameter of a circle feature is preferably same the major axial

length of thereof oval feature to give a light weight and to take a consideration

of esthic sence for showing things.

5 Each panel unit 11,12,13 respectively also may be have other color giving a

colorful for accomplished objects with one another.

Giving an explanation of the effect of the present invention constituted in

such a manner, it is follows.

To use the present invention, user prepares respectively sevral side panel

10 unit 11 and back panel unit 12 and shelf panel unit 13 for desiring instant

furniture to give easily assembly or disassembly to an accomplishing objects.

For example,if it is the same in Fig.l. user must be prepared by four side

panel unit 1 1 and three back panel unit 12 and four shelf unit 13.

Then user put two side panel unit 1 1 and one back panel unit 12 on the floor,

IS and user fit together side frame bl,b2 of the side panel unit 11 and die hooking snap

-hooks 14a, 15a of the part of the back panel unit 12, and user push down respectively

hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a on the side frame bl,b2.

When the hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a push down the upper of the side frame bl,

b2, the hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a respectively joint to side frame al,a2 owing to

20 the plastic elasticity of the hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a with enlarged opening

portions g such as a socall ONE-TOUCH joint means.

On the other hand, user assemble two side panel unit 1 1 and one back panel

unit 12,and it makes thereby assembling member of the u- shaped feature by turning

respectively two side panel unit 1 1 to right angular direction on where the stopping

25 projections b3 is placed.

Then user set up the assembled member, and user install one shelf panel

unit 13 between two side panel unit 11 setting up vertically direction with using

any check frame c portions of respectively two side panel unit 11.

In this way, user continually installs another back panel unit 12 and

30 another side panel unit 1 1 and another shelf unit 13 in individual needs.

Referring to Fig.2 of drawings, it shows an example feature extended to

vertical direction by four shelf panel units 13 and two side panel units 1 1 and one

back panel units 12.

Following said above ways, user can be takes a large storable or keeping

35 space to vertical direction and/or to horizontal direction in regardness of any

limit and auxilary equipments for assembly of it.
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Referring to Fig.3 of drawings, when the diameter of each frame al,a2,bl,

b2 are same cross sectional length of die main axial length of die check frame c,

but the minor axial length y of the check frame c are smaller length than the length

x of diem of each frame al,a2,bl,b2 in Fig.7a and Fig.7b.

5 It may be takes scarcely same settlement's effects for joining each frame

al,a2»bl,b2 and a number of booking snap-books 14a, 15a with each other owing to

equivalent cross sectional length to major axial diameter, though minor axial portion

of the check frame c is smaller than die diameter of each frames al,a2,bl,b2.

Besides, when a cross sectional length of each frames al,a2,bl,b2 is larger

10 than the minor axial portion of check frame c, each panel unit 11,12,13 preferably

can be showed to a steadiness and stabilization or such a states being balance.

Industrial Application

For another examples, Fig.8a shows an instant furniture keeping an apparels

in the home.

IS Fig.8b shows another example of instant furniture keeping a shoes as a shoes

showing and displaying equipments.

Fig.8c shows another example of instant furniture keeping a various articles

for home use as a toy and a doll for babies,infantes or as a wicker basket for

miscellanous articles of household*

20 Rg.8d shows another example of instant furniture keeping a various

necessaries for hangging on the wall,as a pictures and displaying plates, ,„etc.

Fig.8e shows another example of instant furniture keeping infant's needs as

a milk bottles,as a diapers in the infant'room and the baby's room.

Fig.8f shows an another example of instant furniture keeping a kitchen's

25 articles and a bathroom's articles, and other areas where it accommodates easy

storage and keeping and use of items found in die home.

Fig.8h shows an another example of instant furniture keeping a book stand.

Fig.8i shows an another example of instant furniture keeping an exclusive

display equipments for baby's toy.

30 As described hereinabove, the present invention is able to provide an

easiness for using them and a convenience in its maintenajice,managementthandling,

,

etc, And more particulaly it permits a user to "costomize" instant furniture to

user's individual needs for extending of a keeping space and a various figures.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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What is delated is:

1. An instant furniture for household effects comprising:

a plastic side panel unit 1 1 of die rectangular figure formed by upper frame al and

bottom frame a2 and two side frames bl,b2 having a number of slopping projections

5 b3 onto inner wall of respectivly two side frames bl,b2 to hang a number of hook

-ing snap-hooks 14a, 15a on the part of back panel unit 12 selectively and check

frame c of the checker figures between these frame al,a2,bl,b2 membered;

a plastic back panel unit 12 of the rectangular figure formed by upper frame bl and

bottom frame b2 and two side frames al,a2 having a number of hooking snap-hooks

10 14a,15a onto outer wall of respectively two side panel frames al,a2 to joint and

• to disjoint said side panel unit 1 1 with connecting rods e by means of plastic

elasticity as a ONE-TOUCH type and said check frame c;

a plastic shelf panel unit 13 of the square figure formed by said upper frame al and

bottom frame a2 and two side frames bl,b2 having a pair of narrow hooking snap

15 -hooks 14a and wide hooking snap-hooks ISa which opposites each other on die part

of said side frames bl,b2 with respectively connecting rod e;

2. An instant furniture as recited in claim 1 further comprises:

said panel units 11,12,13 respectively having an other color to display a various

formed assembling member having a various color.

20 3! An instant furniture as recited in claim 1 further comprises:

a hooking snap-hooks 14a t 15a on the part of side panel units 11 formed by the width

of a pair of hooking snap-hooks 14a(narrow snap-hook 14a) which they are closer

than the width of a pair of hooking snap-hooks 15a(wide snap-hook 15a) and formed

by these hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a arranged not only on the part of one side

25 frame bl but also on the part of another side frame b2,and formed by said narrow

snap-book 14a and wide snap-hook 15a on the part of side frame bl arranged diagon

-ally narrow snap-hook 14a and wide snap-hook 15a on the part of side frame b2 to

be not overlapped with when they meet at the same side frame portions.

4. An instant furniture as resited claim 1 further comprises:

30 the hooking snap-hooks 14a, 15a respecdvly having a operating portion g to joint or

to disjoint with any side frame portions by manual pushing power.

5. An instant furniture as resited claim 1 further comprises:

the cross sectional diameter of rod portions on the part of said frames al,a2,bl,b2

formed by equivalent length of the cross section of major axial length of check

35 frame portions as oval feature, but formed by greater length than the minor axial

lenth of the check frame portions to give a decrease of quantity of a materials.
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